
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS: III 

 

Subject: English                                                Date: 19/06/2020 

Topic: Handwriting & Spelling                      Time Limit: 1 Hour 

Worksheet No.: 24 

 

A very good morning, children! Have you completed the last assignment given to you in 'Handwriting 

& Spelling '? Hope you have done it. 

Today there 's another assignment for you.... But before proceeding with your  assignment, read the 

instructions carefully. 

*Read the following passage aloud with proper pronunciation, expression and maintaining proper 

punctuation. Take the help of your parents, wherever necessary. 

*Copy the passage, in cursive hand writing, on a sheet of paper.riting   

*Memorize the highlighted words and then write them down on the same sheet of paper, as 

mentioned above, under the heading, 'Spellings'. 

*Arrange the worksheets along with the answer sheets, datewise in a file, ready to be submitted, on 

the opening day of the session. 

 

       Harold's mother, like all good hornbills, was the most careful of wives; his father the most 

easygoing of husbands. 

      In January, before the flame tree in our garden bursted into scarlet blossom, Harold's father 

escorted his wife into a great hole high in the tree trunk, where his father and father's father had 

taken their brides at the same time every year. In this weather - beaten hollow, generation upon 

generation of Great Indian Hornbills had been raised. Harold's mother, like other female Hornbills 

before her, was enclosed within the hole by a sturdy wall of earth and sticks.  



             Harold's father left a small slit in the centre of this wall to enable him to have a chat with his 

wife whenever he felt like it. Walled up in her apartment, Harold's mother was a prisoner for over 

two months. During this period, an egg was laid, and from it Harold was born. 

     In his naked boyhood Harold was no beauty. His most prominent feature was his flaming red bill, 

the colour of which matched the blossoms of the flame tree now ablaze, heralding the summer. He 

had a stomach that could never be filled, despite the best efforts of his parents. They brought him 

pieces of jackfruit and berries from the banyan tree, but they were never seemed to be enough. 

      As he grew bigger, the hollow became more cramped. One day his mother burst through the 

wall, spread out her wings and sailed over the treetops. Her husband seemed glad to see her out and 

about. He frolicked with her in the trees, expressing his delight with deep gurgles and throaty 

chuckles.  

This was when Harold decided to tumble out of his nest  into a bed of marigolds far below. 

  Here, he was at the mercy of our neighbour's cat. But before the cat could arrive, there was 

something large and red staring down at him - my grandfather's sunburnt face and short red beard. 

And in this way the young hornbill came to live with us on our front verandah.  

 

I hope all of you have completed the above given work. Now, here are two lists of SINGLE 

LETTER SOUNDS given. You will read them aloud to understand how each alphabet is 

pronounced when they are placed single in a word.  

Before you learn the pronunciations, you also need to know that each alphabet is pronounced 

differently according to their places. Sometimes an alphabet makes a short sound and sometimes 

the same alphabet can make a long sound. Similarly, in certain words, some particular alphabet may 

remain silent. That means, in spite of an alphabet being present in a word, we do not pronounce it. 

In the same way, different letters are pronounced in different ways. Now read the given lists to 

understand the pronunciations better. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Ok children, that is all for today. Enjoy your weekend but don't forget to go through your studies. 

Bye!! 

 


